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Abstract 

This research aims to study the conditions and criteria established by …. …. …, to 

distinguish between the types of …. associated with the …., which is forbidden and 

considered from …, and the permissible one which do not fall under it. So that … …. 

during their seeing in Types of …, sometimes they prevent some images, and account for 

the existence of …. return back to the …. from his …., according to the rule "Every …. 

that brings a …. is ….", and sometimes They allow some pictures with the existence of …. 

for the …., contradicting apparently the previous rule, so this research came to study this 

problem and to clarify what they mean by "…." in the rule stated. The significance of this 

research is embodied in the need to vet the …. issues in the …., and set up rules and criteria 

that define and gather it; to save the …. from the most important danger threatened it, which 

is …., and profiting from taking it as a model to create new contemporary applications, and 

develop it to keep it pace with modern life. It has been adopted in the search inductive 

approach, in the collection of the issues in which …. permitted to the …. to …. with …. 

return back to him from his …., by reference to the most authenticated books of …., and 

the descriptive analytical approach in analysis this issues and clarify the ties that bind 

among them , and draw the rules and criteria they have set to distinguish this type of ….on 

the other, then mentioned some contemporary applications of …., which considered as a 

…. includes …. for the ….. Among the most important results reached by the 

research….there are several images where …. has permitted the …. to …. with something 

return to him from his …., some of this issues they had agreed upon, and some of which 

differed about it, and they impose a set of terms and conditions to specify the permissible 

…. that can the …. profit from his …., they agreed on four of these conditions, they stated 

three of them and pointed to the fourth, and one scholar added another condition, but the 

majority of …. did not consider this fifth condition. 
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